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UNV Illustrious
Charlie Company, Second Platoon 'Walker' Staging Area 
Corporal Valeen Farris road to the edge of the deck where a clean cut, hard edge man stood in 

the loading zone of their ASC-190 'Raven' Endo-Exo Atmospheric Transport.  He was a giant of 
a man, towering over even those in the platoon that stood over two meters.  Where anyone else 
might have been thin and lanky, Lieutenant Brooks carried muscle in places where most people 
didn't even know muscle could grow.  He was career military and a sure bet for company 
commander, if H&S company didn't pick him up for battalion command.

As Farris waddled in her suit across the deck, Lieutenant Brooks spotted her approach and 
with a grim look, moved towards her as if his suit was no burden at all.  The slow whine of 
electrical generators echoed through the cavernous bay, as techs leached power from the ships 
fusion core.  The noise forced everyone to shout just to be heard. 

“Are you just about done wasting my time, Corporal?”  Brooks picked up his rifle off a pallet 
of supply crates and secured the weapon to his suit via a single point sling.  He tethered the rifle 
to his chest with a snap brace so it wouldn't come loose during the drop.

Like the rest of Bravo Company, Farris was weighed down and buckled up with all the gear 
she might need to survive and carry on the fight should she become separated from the unit. 
Together, the 203rd AROS Battalion stood as a united force, capable of operating independently 
of any other military unit, with the exception of close ground support and transport to their AO. 
Individually, each AROS was expected to act as a force multiplier to any friendly units they 
happened fall in with, even if that unit was nothing more than a band of cooks armed with 
vegetable peelers.

“Not quite yet sir,” she replied, knowing the Lieutenant was only slightly serious.  “It doesn't 
fit sir.”  Farris tried to wiggle a part of her thigh to keep the Body Glove from riding up her ass.

“I'm going to let you in on a little secret Farris.”  Brooks cinched the straps tight on his suit's 
secondary backpack and shoved a box of preloaded rifle magazines into her hands.  “The glove 
never fits.  Deal with it and get here on time like everyone else.  If you can't, than do us all a 
favor and find a new line or work.”  He motioned towards the airlock, a cavernous passageway 
leading to their transport and moved on to bother someone else.

Even though the bulkheads of the Illustrious, the steady rhythm of the Raven's high pitched 
engines chipped away at the background noise of the deck.  “Get on board.”

The Lieutenant put on his helmet and pulled the closure flap around this neck.  The seams 



melded together to seal the lining and the separation point disappeared.  He brought up the 
Helmet's HUD, checked his suit to make sure the internal pressure was active, and finally linked 
his Implant with the helmets comm system.

As soon as he was online, a voice chipped in.  “Control, Walker Actual.  How Copy?”
“Solid copy,” Brooks said.  “Go for Actual.”
“Change of plans Lieutenant.  Get 'em off the boat.”
As the Lieutenant listened to his Control Operator, Farris pulled on her helmet and made her 

way through the airlock to board the Raven.  Once within the cargo hold, she walked past 
faceless bodies, each one individualized by their customized gear and body armor.  Under their 
helmets, they could have been anyone, but even without the assistance of her HUD, Farris knew 
each of them by name.

“Are you ever on time Farris?” said a voice that registered through her Implant.  Farris sat 
down, took a magazine out of the box the Lieutenant had given her and passed it down the line.

Lance Corporal Davis Baker took the seat next to Farris.  “Fuck you, Simone,” 
Corporal Simone Tavers raised her head and refocused her attention..  “You wish you could 

get with the finest piece in the whole damn Corps.”
“I guess the whole Corps would know,” Farris replied.  The rest of the team began to laugh, 

forcing Simone to back down.
 “Good one,” Davis said as the Pitbull made a last minute visual inspection.  
The Staff Sergeant walked by and everyone quited down.  The Pitbull pushed Davis back and 

pulled a loose strap.  “Button up.  I'll not have our Op fucked like some cheap whore because 
you weren't squared away.”

“Yes Staff Sergeant.”
The Staff Sergeant moved on to pick at any little detail he could find.  
“FNG's?” Farris asked.  She nodded to a pair of Marines with ID tags she didn't recognize. 

Her attention was still on the Staff Sergeant though.  He railed another Marine for an open button 
and smacked the privates helmet to get his attention.  He wasn't usually so direct.

“Joey's from Third Platoon,” Davis said.  “Clouse and Winders bugged out for special 
assignment.  The Lt didn't want to drop without a full boat.”

Farris only half listened to the Simone turn her attention to the newest members of their 
platoon who both looked greener than the typical replacements.  There were no red arrows on 
their Drop Patch, indicating they had yet to make even one combat insertion.  Each sported just 
the standard black qualification arrow received upon graduation from Camp, officially 
designated the Marine Advanced Training Operation School (MATOS).  They were both kids, 
practically newborns as far as the rest of the team were concerned.  Joey's were a liability and a 
prime target for ridicule among Second Platoon, none more so vocal than Simone Tavers.

Farris had heard Simone's usual jabs before and given the Staff Sergeant's sour mood, she 
hoped the day had finally come when the Pitbull would see fit to personally adjust her attitude. 
It could very well be the highlight of the entire mission, perhaps even the deployment.

Until that moment of  joy, Farris would remain focused on Lieutenant Brooks and his clear 
shift towards sharing the Staff Sergeant's mood.

Brooks shoved a crate of heavy ammunition canisters and sent them sliding across the deck, 
as if to call the Staff Sergeant to his side.  The sound of the crates falling carried into the Raven's 
cargo hold and drew the attention of the Platoon.

“We're squared away El-Tee,” the Staff Sergeant said.  He was a short man buried deep 
within his combat gear and bound with more muscle than one might expect.  He carried himself 



like a man who had some weight to lose and it threw people off when he suddenly displayed a 
strength not visually accounted for.  In private, he was soft spoken and some might even say 
gentle; characteristics that quickly faded when he stepped into his position as Platoon Sergeant. 
He never backed down from a taller opponent and backed his Lieutenant wherever his orders 
pointed.  He'd earned the nickname Pitbull, a moniker born in jest but adopted as a badge of 
honor.  The Pitbull ran a tight unit and anyone who stepped out of line had the distinct 
misfortune of being his bitch.

Brooks paused a moment, wracking his brain for some way to salvage the mission they were 
now stuck with.  “Change of plans.” Brooks replied.  “Get 'em on the deck in a hurry.”

“Solid copy.”  The Staff Sergeant quick stepped back on board the Raven.  He was yelling 
before he even reached the platoon.  “Off the boat!  Let's go!  Everyone off, right fuckin now!”

“What's going on?” someone asked, as they began to file out of the transport and line up on 
the deck in front of the ramp.

“We've overshot the drop zone,” the Lieutenant replied.  “Drop your main chute and check 
your reserve.  This is now a standard transport insertion and we're fifteen minutes behind 
schedule.  Updates should be coming up on your HUD as of now.  I want everyone locked in on 
the new LZ, should the worst become our new SOP.”

Following the lead set by the rest of Charlie Company, Third Platoon immediately paired off 
to help each other unbuckle the high altitude parachutes from their combat suits.  “We're 
dropping with just the reserve?” Simone asked, as Davis removed her chute.  Everyone was 
suddenly overcome with the sense of annoyance at the foul up, though quickly bolstered by the 
lack of the twenty kilo weight on their back.

“It's all you need.”  Brooks didn't want to admit it openly, but he wasn't any more pleased 
with the idea than they were.  Descending from a high altitude in the night sky, made them all 
but invisible.  Clustered together in the back of Raven until the transport actually made landfall, 
made them Spam in a can for every triple-A gun with a half decent LIDAR and EM scanner.

“Unless of course we get shot down, have to bail out of the burning wreckage and amid the 
gunfire and debris of an entire squadron getting torn to shreds, somehow manage a chute 
malfunction.”

The entire platoon turned to look at the Staff Sergeant.  He dropped his chute and resettled 
his weight to the new load.  He stopped and looked up when he realized he had drawn their 
whole attention.  “That shit happens.”

Brooks merely shook his head.  “Lets all thank the Staff Sergeant for continuing to look on 
the brighter side of our misfortune.”

A heartfelt chorus of, “thank you Staff Sergeant,” sounded in unison.
“Mount up.  We're on the clock.”  Lieutenant Brooks shouted over the noise of the transports 

as they prepared for departure.  “Controller 197, chutes are cut.  We're mounting up.”
While standing in line to board the transport, Simone glanced towards the far bulkhead where 

a group of brass was assembled.  “That's never a good sign.”
“What?” Davis asked, not understanding what had the drawn her interest.
“Nova.”  Simone nodded towards the distance.  “She's on the deck.”  
Nova was just a call sign used by fellow AROS and across open radio channels.  To everyone 

outside their world, she was Lieutenant Colonel Lucinda Dhar, Commanding Officer of the 203rd 

AROS Battalion.  She was a force of nature that consumed lesser Marines and spit out their 
lifeless husk into a mashed up waste of a human that resembled the formulated protein mash the 
cooks served on Thursdays.



In the Corps, there were two kinds of field officers; those who led their units into combat and 
those who ordered their units into combat from the safety of a secured position.  The AROS 
Corps was abound with the former and shunned the latter, outside of the highest echelons of 
command.  Lieutenant Colonel Dhar was a well known example of the former and routinely 
deployed with the H&S Company during most operations.  At least until today.

A two degree fever had grounded Nova and she was making up for it by verbally indicating 
the extreme degree to which everyone and everything in her life was a massive disappointment 
to the United Nations Marine Corps.

Private Emeric Gioan stepped forward uninvited into the conversation.  “She's just here to 
see us off,” he mused.

“Like hell she is,” Simone said, taking it upon herself to educate the young man.  “Flight-
Medical confined her to quarters this morning till the fever broke.”

“Maybe she's better.”
“Oh no,” Simone said crossing her arms with a glare towards the Colonel as though she had 

just taken the last spoonful of real eggs.  “People like her don't stop when they get sick.  They 
drive on, no matter who gets caught in their way.  Now she just shows up here on the deck and 
practically put a hex on the damn Op.”

“Then why not just go over and kindly tell her to bug out back to the pen,” Emeric said.
Simone nearly laughed but managed to hold it back.  “If I wanted to make the drop, minus a 

transport I'd do that.”
“What are you talking about?” Emeric asked.
“You haven't heard?” Simone asked, pushing him forward in line.
Emeric glared at her, with no idea they were putting him on.  “Heard what?”
“Word is, someone told her off before a drop and she kindly escorted them off the edge of the 

deck and through an open air-lock.  The poor guy burned up in atmo.”
“She can't do that,” Emeric said.  “They'd bring her up on charges.”
“There's a war on,” Simone said as she moved through the airlock.  “They let that kind of 

thing slide.  Motivation and all that.”
Davis bumped Emeric's shoulder.  “Let's go Joey.”
“Are you ever going to learn my name?” Emeric asked.
“Not until we have to.”  Simone took her seat and strapped herself in.
Farris looked back across the deck and made eye contact with Lieutenant Colonel Dhar.  She 

was stern, cold, and hard to read.  If she ever smiled, Farris imagined fewer people than she had 
fingers on one hand had ever seen it.  She seemed like the kind of officer who likely barked 
orders even during sex.  “Get some Lieutenant.  Double time!”

“Move it Farris.” The Staff Sergeant walked up the ramp, making final preparations.
The Company Commander called out over the comm.  “Gypsy-Actual, Platoon Leaders 

sound off.”
“Hunter-Actual, ready on the deck.”
Brooks activated his comm.  “Walker Actual, ready on the deck.”
“Vapor-Actual, ready on the deck.”
“Outlaw-Actual, ready on the deck.”
“Gypsy copies. Good hunting Charlie.”
Lieutenant Brooks made one last look across the deck and met the gaze of the other Platoon 

Leaders.  They nodded and in unison stepped off the deck as the ramp to each Raven Transport 
began to close.  Brooks walked past each member of his platoon, as if to visibly account for the 



lives he was taking responsible for.  He couldn't tell them how this was his favorite part of the 
mission, because for just a short time, their lives were in someone else's hands.  It was a wave of 
relief he couldn't admit, a burden assumed by the pilots in control of their transport.

“El-Tee.”
The Load Master was directing him towards his seat and with a final look he took his seat. 

He punched a large red button to set off a klaxon as the aft hatch began to seal shut.  “We've got 
a full house.”

“Hard lock confirmed.  Hatches are sealed.”  Lieutenant Tom 'Banger' Novak ran through the 
last bit of preflight.  

His copilot ramped up the levels and switched the on board systems to the engines main 
drivers.  The entire Raven began to hum as the powerful fusion engines roared to life.  “Levels 
are up,” Shutter said.  “Disconnect umbilicals.”

A thud sounded through the cockpit as the umbilicals uncoupled.
“We're off the tit,” Banger said.  The transport was running entirely under its own power 

now, thoroughly vibrating under the power of multiple high output fusion engines.  “The mains 
are online.  RCS is up and active.  We're ready steady.”

Shutter watched their good luck hula-girl figurine dance on the main console as they waited 
for the final word.  

“Banger,” Lieutenant Brooks shouted  through the noise.  “Put us in some sky.”
Banger called back from the flight deck.  “Copy that Ell-Tee, we're Earth bound and down as 

soon as we get the word.”

Terra Anchorage
SOLCOMM Strike Group Operations Center
Major General Diem Behrens would have liked nothing more than to have the capability at 

his disposal to operate independently of space based combat elements.  As the Senior Field 
Commander for all ground forces on Earth, he took pride in his ability to overcome any obstacle 
placed before him entirely within the resources within his considerable grasp.  His reach wasn't 
limitless however and the need for space based assets weren't lost on him.

In that regard, he relied on Field Marshal Jasmine Kaur as his liaison to all military assets in 
space.  She was a powerful ally and typically performed wonders with far less resources than he 
would have thought possible.  Her attention and dedication to unorthodox strategies in the face of 
an ever evolving combat environment require a level of imagination that Behrens knew he 
simply did not posses.  Her close working relationship with the ESG and understanding of orbital 
combat dynamics often allowed for knew and even elegant strategies that otherwise might have 
never been achieved.

General Pike considered her an asset.  Behrens considered her a friend, though regulation 
demanded they could never be more.  Behrens told himself it was for the best.

Together with General Pike, they comprised the top tier of the Senior Command Element of 
the United Nations Expeditionary Forces and held three senior posts within SOLCOMM. 
Separately, they all reported to Tillens.

The Strike Group Communication Officer on Watch called out from her workstation on the 
lower level.  “Nova-Actual reports green General.  Mountain Top is ready to drop.”

The mission wasn't their Op, but Kaur and Behrens had both been well consumed in its 
planning.

“Push in the Twenty-First MAG and ready all QRF.”  Major General Behrens paused for a 



moment as Secretary General Masai watched the carefully orchestrated dance begin to unfold. 
There was something unsettling about having the Secretary General present in the OC.

Field Marshal Kaur watched the new assets appear on the holographic map that consumed a 
large portion of the room.  “Drop.”

“Nova-Actual, you are clear to proceed,” the Comm Officer said. “I repeat, drop, drop, drop.”

UNV Illustrious
Flight-Ops
Sitting at a lone communication panel,  Lieutenant Colonel Lucinda Dhar activated the 

company wide channel.  Her arms were folded as a terse sense of pleasure washed over her. 
“Nova-Actual to all Gypsy units; Eileen.  I say again, Eileen.”

Raven 197 Heavy
Cockpit
“Gypsy Three-Two, copy Eileen.”
Banger took manual control for the first time.  There was almost no resistance in space, 

unlike flying in an atmosphere, so to compensate, a simulated feedback was created in the 
manual controls to help pilots maneuver through the vacuum.  “The clamps are open and we're 
free to maneuver.  Eileen!”  

Shutter pushed the throttle up toward the firewall and the Raven suddenly came alive. 
“Fucking Eileen!”

Banger switched on the intercom.  “This is your captain speaking, we expect our flight time 
today to be short and riddled with violent hostility.  The in flight meal is something that passes 
for chicken and the stewardess should be by shortly to take your drink order.  At this time, we 
ask that all passengers fasten their seat belts and lock their tray tables in the upright position. 
Thank you for flying with the Orbital Support Corps and feel free to embrace the suck.”

A flight controller buzzed over the comm.  “Gypsy Three-Two, you are cleared for departure  
and fourth in lane two.  Your vector is up.  How copy?”

On the exterior of the Illustrious, Raven 197 Heavy and a dozen other similar transports 
began to carefully move away from the Illustrious 

“Gypsy Three-Two Actual, solid copy,” Shutter responded.  “We're up and vectoring in 
position.  Pushing twenty into lane two.  Heading one seven three.  Thirty meters.  Fifty, seventy-
five.  One hundred meters from departure.  Pushing to one quarter.  I have no contacts. 
Switching to altimeter.  I read angles one-twenty-five.  Beginning descent.”

“Raven 197 Heavy, you're in the suck.  Give em hell or die trying.”  
“Solid copy.  We'll see about the former and settle for the latter.  Banger out.”
“Gypsy units,” the Flight leader said over the comm.  “Keep 'em wound tight.  Here's where 

we earn our pay.”
Banger turned to Shutter.  “Let's punch it.”

2310 Hours
Terra Anchorage
SOLCOMM Strike Group Operations Center
Secretary General Masai twitched his leg and lightly tapped the deck as he waited for reports 

to trickle in.  The senior officials, their handful of aids, and the larger group of crewmen and 
specialists working to gather every shred of information available, all seemed immensely more 



suited towards the detracted filter of updates they were receiving.  He supposed it was some 
personality trait inherently present in those who rose through the ranks to best their competition 
in placement aboard the Anchorage.

Masai had no such luck.  Politics held no such discrimination.  He could remember waiting 
impatiently as a child for Christmas morning and on more than one occasion, beginning the 
morning ritual while the rest of his family slept through the dawn.  Being caught later, the 
punishment had been a small price to pay for getting on with the show.

While his patience had only slightly improved, he knew the matter at hand was a good deal 
more serious than the presents opened on Christmas morning.  A few errant missiles didn't mean 
much in the larger scheme of the conflict.  From Lunar orbit, the Alliance could send missiles 
towards Earth for any reason at all and did so with regular occurrence.  If the action had been 
only that, Pike would have written it off as an operations test or probing skirmish and handed the 
actual execution of their response to one of his subordinates.  This wasn't that by any means.

This was an all hands on deck combat action, which required the mobilization of senior 
commanders and the entire Strike Group.  If committed, lives would certainly be lost on both 
sides before the final scores were settled.

Masai watched the markers begin to break orbit and paused, hoping he'd been wrong.  He'd 
learned to read the board, perhaps not with the keen tacticians eye that Pike possessed, but well 
enough to follow along without having his hand held through the entire movement.  He also 
knew that Pike would report the change nonetheless.

“Mr. Secretary,” the General said, turning just enough.  “They're committing.”
“Stop them,” Masai replied without hesitation.
Pike finally turned completely to Masai.  “I intend to.”

Raven 197 Heavy
In his gruff take no shit tone, the Staff Sergeant yelled over the noise of the transport.  “Two 

Minutes!”  Many argued it was the Pitbull's only tone. 
Simone broke the silence and calm within the Platoon.  “El-Tee.  Have we got support for 

this op?”
“We're solo on the ground,” Brooks said.  He didn't care for the barrage of glaring face plates 

turned in his direction.  “Drivers from the Illustrious are on TAD-Three.  Make sure you're 
online before we step off.  I don't want to get the channels crossed with bogus chatter.”

Each member of the Platoon checked in with their Operator to make sure TAD-Three was 
clear an operational.  Once on the ground, securing clearance for a fire mission could make or 
break an operation.  Couple that with the risk of a danger close strike and it was easy to see why 
even given all their advanced technology, blue on blue fire was still a problem.

“Is that all?” Simone asked.
“What more do you need?” the Lieutenant asked.  
“Some ass at least,” she replied.
“All the ass worth a damn is tied up north of our drop zone, keeping the bulk of the Guard 

push occupied so we can do our job.
“Figures.”
Everyone could feel Simone roll her eyes.  She was always just one step away from pushing 

the Staff Sergeant from snapping the chain of command down on top of the entire platoon on her 
behalf.

“We expect light resistance all the way,” Brooks said.  The Raven bucked as it hit a pocket of 



turbulence left in the wake of an exploded anti-aircraft round.  “I've been assured there will be 
only light resistance.”

Simone settled back into her seat.  “This is definitely a government operation.”
“File it with a supervisor.”  The Pitbull gripped the hand hold above his head as the Raven 

bucked and twisted.  The passport's nose pitched up, lurched forward and dove back down 
toward it's flight path.  “If we can't get it done on foot, it's not worth doing.  What are we?”

“Arrows!” the platoon called back.
“How do we fly?”
“Straight and true!” the platoon replied
“Damn right.”
Satisfied they were now sufficiently focused, the Lt. called up to the cockpit.  “She's catchin' 

a lot of chop.”
“Don't worry,” Banger said, trying to put the Lieutenants mind at ease.  “Turbulence has 

never brought down a Raven.”
A new alarm began to blare through the cabin.  “LIDAR contacts,” Shutter reported, “closing 

from seven o'clock high.”
“Alliance AG-53's,” Banger announced, recognizing the signature style of their attack 

pattern.  “Vultures on the other hand bring down Raven's all the time.  Get'em locked in Lt.” 
Banger switched off the internal intercom and opened the squadron channel.  “Flight leader, 
request permission...”

“ACM at your discretion,” the Flight Leader said cutting in.  “Get 'em to the drop zone.”
“Copy that.” Banger switched back to the internal intercom.  “Grab a hold of something.  It's 

about to get rough.”
“What was it before now,” Shutter yelled.
Banger accelerated rapidly and put Raven into a steep dive as he maneuvered to avoid the 

anti-aircraft fire rising from the ground while simultaneously avoiding the incoming Alliance 
Vultures.  

Through the sound of the Raven's hull straining under the stress of the Aerial Combat 
Maneuvers, Shutter shouted, “Alpha-Three is down!”

In the cockpit, the open comm channel broke open in the clear.  “I don't care how close we 
are.  Get this bird on the ground!”

“We don't get clear of this flak and that'll happen whether you want it to or not,” Banger 
replied. 

“Throw out the works!”
“Flares out, ECM active, and decoy drones are running.”
Shutter braced himself against the main console as the acceleration pinned him against his 

seat.  “You have got to slow down,” he yelled.  “We're passing angles fifteen, coming up hard on 
three hundred meters per second.  We're not going to reach a safe...”

His voice cut off as the front of the Raven ripped away from the main cabin.  The sudden loss 
of pressure grabbed the Load Master and threw him clear of the transport through the gaping 
front end.  Several Marines near him were pulled out into the open sky while still strapped to 
their seats.  Lights flicked and cut out as the Raven spiraled into a flat spin that pinned everyone 
against their seat and froze them in place.

A voice Farris recognized as the LT's yelled through her helmet.  It was the first time she had 
ever heard him raise his voice.  “Remember your training and I'll see you all on the ground!  This 
is what we do!  Hoo-Rah!”  



The Lieutenant pulled against the force of inertia to reach his ejection handle and with no 
way of knowing the sudden direction the Raven would take, was thrown across the cabin head 
first into the bulkhead.  His vitals spiked into the red and faded away, as the break to his neck 
came quick and painless.

The faint voice of screams reigned over the comms as the transport began to tear apart 
around them and in that moment, training took over.  Farris reached above her head, gripped the 
emergency ejection latch and pulled down as hard as she could.  In a rush her mind couldn't 
comprehend, panels blew away from the ceiling and as the sudden rush overwhelmed her, she 
closed her eyes and whispered, “I'll see you soon.”


